


Why retell the story?

If we want to know why we 
are doing what we are 
doing, we need to tell this 
story often so we all 
understand: 
• The terminology
• The theory
• Expected impact on 

learning



Evidence Anthropology
Vision of 
Learning

Theory 
of 

learning
Craftsmanship



2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016
Mindset & Formative Assessment (Clarke)
Some residual use of BLP (Guy Claxton)

Accelerated Learning Cycle/Brain-based learning (Alastair Smith)

Vision for the school: LEARNING “beyond our wildest dreams”

“The Big 4” impacting pupil achievement (John Hattie)

1. Feedback (used for evaluating T&L) 

2. Challenge (used for evaluating T&L)

Dialogic Talk for Learning (Robin Alexander)

3. Interdependent Learning (Johnson)

Tools for the work
…PSPs…..coaching………….film…………………coaching/mentoring…

CHALLENGE OF AUTONOMOUS CRAFTSMANSHIP
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mind-set

• All can learn

• All can change

• All can grow

• Who we are or may become is NOT determined by a fixed view of 
intelligence.

• Children with fixed mind-sets (“I know I’m clever”) find learning 
from mistakes very hard.

• BIG implications for FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT & USE OF PRAISE



Accelerating our learning

workable brain model 

brain 
receives, interprets and 
processes 



vision
Good Earth…
• A place for all to 

flourish

• A place to explore 
our own 
createdness

• A place with high 
expectation of 
bearing fruit as 
individuals and 
together

A Learning Community…
• All can excel
• Deep desire to learn together
• Adults/children nurtured/empowered to:

• Be fearless…….be lifelong learners
• Embrace challenge.....release creativity
• Persist through difficulty
• See mistakes as opportunity
• Discover for ourselves…respond in 

wonder



Big 4

Engagement

Challenge
- including “the 
pit” and how to 
put children in it

Autonomy

- cooperative and 
interdependent 

learning

Feedback
- including 

marking & peer-
peer feedback 



Feedback

accelerated 
achievement observed in Y1-6 in 
2013-2014

good or outstanding teachers

Key features:
• Close the gap marking
• Marking with child in lesson
• Peer-marking to set criteria
• 3D success criteria: what, how, 

why we are learning
• Systematic debriefs (e.g. mini-

plenaries)
• Pupils setting success criteria
• Starting with the end in mind
• Use of AfL tools



Challenge
Key features:
• The “PIT”: concept – conflict – construct 

- consider
• Constructing challenges so that pupils 

are forced to think: questioning process
• Facilitation more important than 

instruction: developing problem-solving 
and critical thinking skills

• Team and personal challenges
• Growth mindset: practising getting 

unstuck



Dialogic Talk

Key features:
• Depth of talk, and response to talk, is more 

important than breadth of discussion.
• A repertoire of everyday talk, learning talk, 

teaching talk and classroom organisation 
which  can become dialogic when informed 
by 5 principles: collective, reciprocal, 
supportive, cumulative, purposeful.

• IDEAS NOT MERELY EXCHANGED BUT 
BUILT UPON.



Ownership & Interdependent learning

Key features:
• Cooperative skills and learning techniques 

(jigsawing, group shared outcomes, think-pair-
share)

• Well-defined learner behaviours and roles in 
learning

• Strategies towards interdependence “I am 
responsible for my own learning and that of my 
friend/group”





The Craftsmanship Challenge
I. We have the tools with which to make long-lasting and deep 

improvements in our practice, no matter what stage of 
teaching we are at.

II. The challenge is to demonstrate the craftsmanship we have 
begun. We are not adding to the tools we have. They will 
suffice and our job is to learn to use them ever more skilfully.

III. Who we are and what we teach will be the inheritance that our 
children leave Christ the Sower with.

IV. Craftsmanship honours the work of colleagues by building on 
what has been learnt and taught. In turn it expects to be 
honoured…..e.g.…..



The Key Questions
• When I am teaching, 

am I 
I. Aware of the skills I am 

using?
II. Aware of the impact that 

those skills are having on 
pupil learning?

• Am I truly teaching or 
just delivering a lesson?

Know thy 
impact!



Ways forward in 2014-15

• We have already got 16 trained coaches

• We have/are getting shortly 6 trained teacher-mentors

• We have 20 licences on the IRIS Connect lesson-filming 
of which
• 13 are filled (two of those come “back on the market” this 

term), thus
• 9 are unfilled awaiting teachers to use this system

• We have therefore more than enough capacity for all 
teachers to improve quickly using these techniques.



A final quote to think about
“The business of a teacher (indeed, this may be said 
to be his peculiar quality as an agent of civilisation) is 
to release his pupils from servitude to the current 
dominant feelings, emotions, images, ideas, beliefs 
and even skills, not by inventing alternatives to them 
which seem to him more desirable, but by making 
available to him something which approximates more 
closely to the whole of his inheritance”

Michael Oakeshott Learning and Teaching (1965)


